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ABSTRACT
The thermal behaviour of a building is often underestimated or neglected during
its construction and operation stages. In recent years, the heat flux meter (HFM)
method has been commonly used to determine the U-value, a key parameter for
assessing the thermal quality of the building envelope in steady-state conditions.
However, this non-invasive test takes at least 72h to execute, the accuracy is 1428%, and it is not reliable for non-homogeneous building elements. An alternative
technique is based on infrared thermography (IRT). Although it is generally used
for qualitative analysis, quantitative internal IRT methods may also be adopted for
in-situ measurement of the U-value. This research presents a method for
determining in-situ U-values using quantitative internal IRT with a deviation of 12% for single-leaf walls and 3-4% for multi-leaf walls. It takes 2-3 hours and can
be used to provide information about the building envelope for the future
refurbishment of existing buildings or to check the thermal behaviour of new
building façades according to their design parameters.
Keywords:
quantitative infrared thermography (IRT), thermal transmittance (U-value), in-situ
measurement, building façade, energy performance gap.
1. INTRODUCTION
In most European countries, residential buildings represent around 40% of the
primary energy consumption [1-3]. In order to reduce the energy dependency and
improve energy performance of buildings, two European Directives have been
enforced. Directive 2010/31/EU [4] on the energy performance of buildings
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requires energy certification for properties to achieve higher energy savings and
guarantee adequate indoor comfort conditions for users [5,6]. Directive
2012/27/EU [7] on the energy efficiency establishes a set of binding measures to
use energy more efficiently at all stages of the energy chain. These directives have
forced public administrations, designers, private companies and building
manufacturers to ensure the minimum energy performance gap, which is the same
as the minimum possible deviation between the designed and the real building
energy performance [8,5,9]. The main factors that contribute to the energy
performance gap are a lack of testing before delivering a building to a user and
post-occupancy monitoring. Building elements may not perform as expected when
they are in situ [8-13]. A thorough literature review showed that the thermal
behaviour of a building is often underestimated or neglected during its
construction and operation stages [9, 11, 13, 10, 14, 15].
The U-value has become a key parameter for assessing the thermal quality of the
building envelope and steady-state heat transmission performance [16,17].
Nevertheless, the measured thermal transmittance in real buildings can be rather
different from that estimated by modelling and calculations [12,6]. Albatici et al.
[18] and Gaspar et al. [19] highlighted that in-situ U-values are commonly
determined by the heat flux meter (HFM) method according to ISO 9869-1:2014
[20]. The HFM consists of monitoring the heat flux rate passing through the
façade and the indoor and outdoor environmental temperatures to obtain the
thermal transmittance. However, this method presents some limitations. The first
is that the HFM can only measure a local point of the wall. Therefore, it does not
provide accurate results for non-homogenous building elements [21]. Secondly, it
requires a minimum test duration of 72 hours and a maximum of one week [20].
Within this context, infrared thermography (IRT) may be a good alternative for
in-situ U-value measurements. IRT is a non-destructive test based on measuring
the radiant thermal energy distribution (heat) emitted from an object’s surface
[22]. Traditionally, IRT has only been used to detect thermal irregularities in
building envelopes qualitatively, following EN 13187:1998 [23] and the RESNET
Interim Guideline for Thermographic Inspections of Buildings [24]. Nevertheless,
quantitative IRT methods may also be adopted to determine U-values even though
they are still not fully developed [21]. In comparison with HFM, IRT allows the
assessment of a wall area and only requires 2-3 hours of test duration.
Within the field of measuring on-site U-values with quantitative IRT, the main
studies were conducted by Albatici and Tonelli [5], Albatici et al. [25] and
Fokaides et al. [26]. Albatici and Tonelli [5] and Albatici et al. [25] took
measurements from outside the building, while Fokaides et al. [26] carried out
tests from inside the building. External thermography has several limitations.
Firstly, it is more susceptible to environmental conditions than internal
thermography, which provides a much more controlled environment with slower
and less significant climatic fluctuations [26]. Secondly, many objects with
unknown thermal status can reflect on the target and there is no control of the
reflection index [26]. Finally, according to Dall’O et al. [27], the external
convective coefficient cannot be considered constant in outside tests, and must be
calculated on the basis of weather conditions to achieve an acceptable result.
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Therefore, Jürge’s equation can be used to determine the external convective heat
transfer coefficient [5, 27, 25, 28]. This equation establishes a linear relationship
between the external convective heat transfer coefficient and the wind speed.
Despite being widely used in modelling, simulations and relevant calculations,
Jürge’s equation has several shortcomings [29]. The value of the convective heat
transfer coefficient may be overestimated, and it may vary widely at different
positions on the surface of a building [30-32]. In fact, surface-to-wind angle, wind
intensity and wind direction play an important role, and are strongly affected by
the building’s surroundings [33, 27, 34]. Along this line, Albatici et al. [25] and
Dall’O et al. [27] highlighted that the deviation between notional and measured
U-value might be higher in light walls than in heavy walls. The impact of wind
speed will be greater in elements with low thermal mass, since they cool down
faster. Alternatively, the external convective heat transfer coefficient can be
estimated using a tabulated value stated in UNE-EN ISO 6946:2012 [35].
However, this convective heat transfer coefficient is high, a precautionary value,
since it is used to determine the heat loss during the design stage of the building
façade [27].
Taking into account all the aspects mentioned above, this paper develops a
quantitative internal IRT method for the in-situ measurement of U-values. UNEEN ISO 6946:2012 [35] and ISO 9869-1:2014 [20] recommendations were used
as references for the test conditions and data analysis. The method determines
total thermal resistance and transmittance of a wall from inside the building
envelope, using a passive approach. Assuming one dimensional and horizontal
heat flux under steady-state conditions through the building façade, this proposed
quantitative IRT method was found to be suitable for heavy walls, including both
single-leaf and multi-leaf walls. In addition, it is more accurate than the HFM
method and has a shorter execution time.
The paper is divided into the following sections. Section 2 describes the main
features of the method, including the test conditions that must be considered, the
elements of measuring equipment, how data acquisition and post-processing
should be performed, and the determination of instantaneous and average
measured U-values. Section 3 evaluates the accuracy of the method. In Section 4,
two case studies are presented as examples of the application of the method. In
Section 5, a comparative analysis between theoretical and measured U-values
using tabulated values is done, in accordance with the regulations. In addition,
other aspects related to the execution of the method are highlighted. Finally,
Section 6 describes the main contributions of this research.
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD
The method is represented in Figure 1.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE
METHOD
Step1.
Definition
conditions

of

test

Step 2. Selection of measuring
equipment
Step 3. Data acquisition and postprocessing
Step 4. Calculation of the
instantaneous measured U-Value
using the numerical model

Step 5. Determination of the
average measured U-Value using
the numerical model

Figure 1. Flowchart of the method

2.1. Definition of test conditions
Qualitative IRT tests are defined by EN 13187:1998 [23] and the RESNET
Interim Guidelines for Thermographic Inspections of Buildings [24]. Previous
researchers have established boundary conditions for quantitative IRT tests [36,
30, 37, 38, 5, 39, 26, 40-43, 27, 16, 44-52, 17, 53-57, 25, 6, 58, 59, 72]. The most
relevant are detailed below.
Tests should be performed under low values of wind speed. The recommendation
is 0.2 to 1.0 m/s. This parameter can lead to greater thermal dispersion of
convective factors.
Tests should be conducted on the northern façades of buildings and preferably in
the early morning before sunrise and/or in the evening after sunset, to avoid solar
radiation. Otherwise, artificial screening may be used. Incident solar radiation can
be considered a kind of thermal stimulus under non-steady heat transfer
conditions, which may lead to a time lag of a few hours. The wall temperature
may tend to increase affecting the evaporation process in materials. In addition,
incident solar radiation depends on other parameters and may not be easily
predictable.
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Tests must be carried out with a temperature difference (ΔT) across the building
façade of at least 10-15ºC, to allow measurable heat exchange through the
element. Humidity, rain and snow should be avoided 24-48 hours prior to the
tests, since they can reduce the measured temperature values.
Tests should be carried out in areas of the wall without anomalies (i.e. moisture,
thermal bridges and cold spots, among others). For this reason and before the onsite test, a qualitative infrared thermography inspection must be performed. It
should be pointed out that the influence of the weather (wind, sun, rain, sky
conditions, etc) may last for 2-6 hours, depending on the façades.
Some additional test conditions were determined from the developed research.
Tests should avoid a non-stationary regime as well as a non-homogeneity of heat
flux and temperature on the material. Consequently, special attention must be paid
to the type of building façade, the external conditions or the internal climatic
conditions (i.e. type of heating system). Firstly, heated adjacent walls may
influence the thermal behaviour of the sample that is being tested, especially in
single-leaf building façades. Wall temperature in the corners tends to be higher
than the rest of the wall and, consequently, U-value uncertainty may be increased.
Secondly, outdoor air temperatures remain more constant during some periods of
the day. The tests should be undertaken at the start of the day, to ensure an
optimum temperature difference (ΔT) without peaks. Thirdly, any air current peak
generated when the inner air temperature is under the set point temperature may
lead to a fluctuation in internal parameters.

2.2. Selection of the measuring equipment
An IR camera, a reflector and a blackbody are needed to measure quantitatively
on-site U-values by means of IRT. Thermocouples with a data logger, or a
thermohygrometer, are required to measure environmental conditions.
Several researchers have specified in their studies that the minimum requirements
for an IR camera are related to: the spectral range, the spatial resolution, the
temperature range, the thermal sensitivity, the frame rate and the angle of tilt.
Taking into account that bodies at ambient temperature emit predominantly at 713 m (spectral range), the IR camera should be selected for long wave length
band [60, 61, 26, 40, 18, 41, 62, 49, 63, 50, 52]. The spatial resolution, also
known as the Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV), is the ability of the camera to
distinguish between two objects within the field of view (FOV). In other words, it
is the smallest detail within the FOV that can be detected or seen at a set distance.
Along this line, Bagavathiappan et al. [41] and Fox et al. [63] stated that FOV
depends on the object to camera distance, the lens systems and the detector size.
Its value represented in mrad corresponds to the size of the visible point in
5

millimetres of a pixel at a distance of 1 metre. For building diagnosis, FOV is
described in horizontal degrees by vertical degrees, 25º x 19º, and IFOV is
established as 1.36 mrad. Furthermore, Bagavathiappan et al. [41] mentioned that
the temperature range is the minimum and maximum temperature values,
typically -20ºC to 500ºC-; the thermal sensitivity should be selected as 0.05ºC for
uncooled cameras and 0.01ºC for cooled cameras; and the number of frames
acquired by the IR camera per second (frame rate) is normally set at 50Hz. Finally
and as shown in Figure 2, to avoid any reflection of the thermographer in the
resulting images, the angle of tilt should be a minimum of 5º from the
thermographer to the target object to a maximum of 50º –from the horizontal- [63,
52].
Before making the measurements, the IR camera should be calibrated for the wall.
In other words, the reflected ambient temperature (TREF) as well as the wall
surface emissivity are required to compensate errors of reading with the IR
camera. These parameters allow reliable surface temperature values to be obtained
in the area of known emissivity during the post–processing of each thermogram
[5, 26, 62, 64, 25, 21].
The average reading of TREF represents the average temperature of the
surroundings, considering the different reflection indexes. To determine this
parameter, a crinkled piece of aluminium foil fixed on the surface should be used
as a reflector or substitute for Lambert’s radiator [26, 40, 27, 62, 17, 64, 21, 58,
28]. In order to avoid uncontrolled reflection indexes, the wall under measurement
needs to be free of any object [26]. A blackbody is needed to measure the wall
surface emissivity. In thermal radiation theory, a blackbody is considered a
hypothetical object that absorbs all incident radiation and radiates a continuous
spectrum, according to Planck’s Law and the Stefan-Boltzmann Law [60, 61, 26,
41, 64, 21]. The blackbody can be black tape, curved plastic hosepipe (with a hole
1cm2 wide) or a blackbody simulator fixed to the target. A smoked metallic sheet
cannot be used as a blackbody, because it does not achieve the target surface
temperature.
Finally, some uncertainties may arise in the measuring chain due to the
temperature sensor and its data logger. For this reason, the type of sensor
(thermocouple type K or thermistor), the position of the sensor, sensor linearity
and the sensitivity, sensor drift and calibration of the element should be taken into
account. Type K thermocouples with a resolution of 0.1ºC and an accuracy of
± 0.4% + 1ºC are preferred. The data logger must enable measurements within the
temperature range 0 to 50ºC, and a relative humidity below 85%. In addition, the
data acquisition interval should be 1 second to 3600 seconds.
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2.3. Data acquisition and post-processing
The IR camera should be positioned on a tripod perpendicular to the wall at a
distance of 1.5 metres and an angle of 15º, to avoid its own reflection on the
building element. This distance is enough to analyse a wide wall area
characteristic of the thermal behaviour of the building façade, including the
reflector foil.
Measurements should be performed and recorded over a period of 2-3 hours, with
a data acquisition interval of 1 minute by the IR camera and FLIR TOOLS+
software [65]. Therefore, each test involves the analysis of a sequential video with
121 to 181 thermograms. All data loggers are configured to collect measurements
from temperature sensors with the same data acquisition interval as the IR camera
(1 minute). Surrounding environmental conditions are also continuously
monitored and recorded during the on-site test duration by data loggers and
thermocouples.
Post-processing of thermograms is carried out with the software mentioned above.
The instantaneous readings of the wall surface temperature (TWALL) and the
reflected ambient temperature (TREF) of each thermogram must be considered to
determine the measured U-value. The average reflected ambient temperature
(TREF) should be measured in an area of the reflector located at 1.5 m above
ground level to avoid any reflection of the ground and most of the furniture. In
addition, the thermocouple of TIN should be positioned at the same height. As this
IRT method is performed inside the building, the height of the walls is around 2.53.0 m. Hence, a height of 1.5 m is acceptable to consider an average inner air
temperature value, approximately equal to TREF. The wall surface temperature
(TWALL) should be calculated by measuring the maximum, minimum and
average values of the total area of the building element that is being evaluated
(Figure 2).

Target
Black body

1.0 m

Aluminium foil
TREF

1.5 m

5º
50º

Thermocouple
TIN

Area measured by IR camera
TWALL

To avoid any reflection of the
thermographer on the object,
5º < Angle of tilt < 50º

Figure 2. Top and front view of the position of the measuring equipment in
relation to the wall
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2.4. Calculation of the instantaneous measured U-value using the numerical
model
Along the lines of the quantitative IRT, the proposed method determines the total
thermal transmittance of a wall from inside the building envelope. According to
Equation 1, the radiation interchange (qr) between the inner wall surface and its
surroundings must be measured. In the same way, the convection heat transfer
(qc) at the surface element must be calculated, without the influence of any kind
of external stimulus (such as solar radiation, lamps, ovens etc).

·

=(

)

=(

(

)

(1)

)

Where Umes denotes the measured U-value [W/ (m2·K)]; q [W/m2] is the specific
heat flux through the building envelope including the specific heat flux by
radiation qr [W/m2] and the specific heat flux by convection qc [W/m2]; TIN is the
air temperature near the target from inside the building [K]; TOUT is the outdoor air
temperature near the target [K]; and TIN – TOUT is the temperature difference
between inside and outside the building [K]. Each term of Equation 1 is explained
below.
Radiation heat transfer (qr)
Heat transfer through radiation takes place in the form of electromagnetic waves,
mainly in the infrared region. The radiation energy per unit of time from a
blackbody can be expressed with the Stefan-Boltzmann Law. During the cold
season, the surroundings radiate energy to a cooler object, such as an inner wall
surface, which leads to a net radiation heat loss rate (Equation 2) that can be
defined as:
=

·

·

(2)

−

Where qr represents the specific heat flux by radiation [W/m2]; εWALL is the
emissivity coefficient of the object (0 < ε < 1, depending on the type of material
and the temperature of the surface); σ is Stefan–Boltzmann's constant with a value
of 5.67x10-8 [W/m2 ·K4]; A represents the area of the target [m2]; TREF denotes the
reflected ambient temperature [K]; and TWALL is the wall surface temperature from
inside the building [K].
Convective heat transfer (qc)
The heat energy transferred between a surface and a moving fluid at different
temperatures is known as convection. Considering natural convection and laminar
flow, the heat transfer per unit surface through convection (Equation 3) is known
as Newton’s Law of Cooling. In the same way as in heat transfer by radiation, the
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cooler object is the wall to be tested. The equation for convection can be
expressed as:
=ℎ ·[

]

−

(3)

Where qc belongs to specific heat flux by convection [W/m2]; hc is the convective
heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 ·K]; TIN denotes the air temperature near the target
from inside the building [K] and TWALL is the wall surface temperature from inside
the building [K].
According to Dall’O et al. [27], the external convective heat transfer coefficient
tabulated in UNE-EN ISO 6946:2012 [35] is a high and precautionary value, since
it is used to determine the heat loss during the design stage of the building façade.
Therefore, the same assumption could be made in relation to the ISO value for the
internal convective heat transfer coefficient. For this reason, in this developed
method, the convective heat transfer coefficient is calculated with the
dimensionless approach, as it is more accurate [32]. To determine the convective
heat transfer coefficient, the Nusselt number (Equation 4) can be calculated as
follows:
= (ℎ · )⁄

(4)

As mentioned above, hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 ·K]. Nu
is the Nusselt number [dimensionless] and L refers to the height of the wall [m]
seen from inside the building. k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid. Taking
into account that the fluid is air, k is equal to 0.025 W/m·K for a temperature
between 20 and 25ºC. Even so, when the surface consists of a vertical plate such
as a wall, the expression that describes the Nusselt number is the following
(Equation 5).

= 0.825 +

.

/

·
.

/

(5)

/

Where Ra and Pr are the Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers respectively. The Prandtl
number for air is considered to be 0.73 for an air temperature between 20 and
25ºC. The Rayleigh number (Equation 7), which is the product of Grashof
(Equation 6) and Prandtl numbers, should be 104 <Ra <1010 for a laminar flow. It
should be noted that all of these parameters are dimensionless.
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=

· ·(

=

·

)·

(6)
)·

· ·(

=

(7)

·

The g refers to gravitation (9.8 m/s2). The  is the volumetric temperature
expansion coefficient [1/K], where all fluid properties should be evaluated at the
film temperatures, so m where Tm= (TIN+TWALL)/2. The v is the air viscosity
with a value of 1.5·10-5 m2/s for an air temperature between 20ºC and 25ºC.
Replacing by the known values, the Rayleigh number (Ra) can be expressed as a
function (Equation 8) that depends on the inner air temperature [K], the inner wall
surface temperature [K] and the height of the wall [m]:
= 3.18 · 10

·

·(

)·

−

(8)

From (4) and (5), the convective heat transfer coefficient becomes:

.

.

·

·

.

ℎ

=

·

(9)

Taking into account the value of the Prandtl number, Equation 9 can be
simplified.

ℎ

·

= ( ⁄ ) · 0.825 + 0.325 ·

(10)

Determination of the instantaneous measured U-value
The instantaneous measured U-value [W/ (m2·K)] for the winter season is denoted
as Umes i and can be calculated by Equation 11 or its simplified version
(Equation 12):

.

.

·

·

.

·

=

]

·[
(

)
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(11)

( ⁄ )·

=

·

.

.

·

]

·[
(

· ·

(12)

)

2.5. Determination of the average measured U-value using the numerical
model
According to ISO 9869-1:2014 [20] and taking into account all instantaneous
measured U-values (Umes i) through Equation 11, the average measured U-value
(Umes avg) can be calculated using the average method (Equation 13).

·

=∑

∑

(13)

=

Where n denotes the total number of thermograms that have been analysed.
3. VALIDATION OF THE METHOD
As shown in Figure 3, the validation of the method was focused on evaluating the
accuracy of the measurement by means of comparison with the notional U-value
(Ut). Furthermore, for each building investigated, the authors also determined the
measured thermal transmittance using tabulated values from international
standards, in order to check their influence on the measured U-value in
comparison with the method.

MEASUREMENTS

MEASURED U-VALUE
Umes [W/m2·K]

NOTIONAL U-VALUE
Ut [W/m2·K]

TABULATED VALUES
DEVELOPED
METHOD

UNE –EN ISO
6946:2012

ISO
9869-1:2014

eWALL = 0.90
hc=2.5 W/(m2·K)

eWALL = 0.90
hc=3 W/(m2·K)

UNE-EN ISO 10456:2012

COMPARISON

Figure 3. Flowchart of the validation process through case studies
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The first standard, UNE-EN ISO 6946:2012 [35], establishes a wall surface
emissivity of 0.90 and a convective heat transfer coefficient of hc=2.5 W/m2·K.
The second standard, ISO 9869-1:2014 [20], notes the same emissivity but
hc=3 W/m2·K. Hence, considering the instantaneous readings of TWALL and TREF
obtained by IRT as well as the readings of the thermocouples in each test, three
average measured U-values were calculated, one of them by the proposed model
and the others through the tabulated values.
Regarding the comparison with the notional U-value, Ficco et al. [6] established
that the estimation of the notional U-value of existing buildings can be based on
four approaches: (1) using data obtained by historical analysis of the building or
analogies with similar buildings using specific technical databases; (2) using
nominal design data; (3) the actual data obtained by structure identification
(sampling or endoscope method); (4) in-situ measurement using HFM.
In this research, the theoretical thermal transmittance of the building façade was
estimated for each case study through the nominal design data following the
technical data available in the Spanish Technical Building Code [66] and
European Standards such as UNE-EN ISO 10456:2012 [73] and UNE-EN ISO
6946:2012 [35]. In particular, UNE-EN ISO 10456:2012 [73] provides the
thermal properties for each building material, including thermal conductivity and
resistance values in function of the material density or for an interval of densities,
to estimate design values [26, 6, 67]. The theoretical thermal transmittance (Ut)
for building façades can be calculated as follows (Equation 14):
=

·

=

=

∑

.

∑

.

(14)

Where Rt is the theoretical thermal resistance [(m2·K)/W]; Rsi and Rse denote the
theoretical thermal resistance from inside and outside the building [(m2·K)/W]
respectively; Δx is the thickness of the sample in metres; and λ is the thermal
conductivity of the sample [W/(m·K)].
Therefore, the deviation between notional and measured U-value is expressed by
(15) and (16):
∆ [ /(
∆ ⁄

· )] =

[%] = (

−

−

(15)

)⁄

(16)
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To determine the combined standard uncertainty based on all the measured
parameters from Equation 11, ISO/IEC Guide 98-3:2008 (International
Organization for Standardization, 2008) was taken into account as well as the
accuracy of the measuring equipment (sensors and infrared camera). The
uncertainity (σU) for the proposed method was obtained using the following
expression:

(

) =
·(

·(
) +

) +
·(

·(
)

) +

·(

) +

(17)

Where TIN and TOUT are the uncertainties associated with the environmental
indoor and outdoor temperature measuring equipment respectively. TWALL, TREF
and WALL are the uncertainties associated with the infrared camera when the wall
surface temperature, the reflected ambient temperature and the wall emissivity are
measured respectively.
Notably, some parameters of the numerical model (Nu –Nusselt number-,
 -volumetric temperature expansion coefficient-, Ra –Rayleigh number- and hc
-convective heat transfer coefficient-) in relation to convective heat transfer (qc)
are a function of TIN and TWALL. When tabulated values are used, the procedure
should be the same, but it should be considered that hc is no longer a function of
TIN and TWALL to be derived from Equation 11.
4. CASE STUDIES
According to Gangolells et al., [69], 59% of the current Spanish residential
building stock was erected before the first thermal regulation NBE-CT-79 [70].
Nearly 38% of Spanish residential buildings already in use were built under
NBE-CT-79 [70], satisfying the minimum thermal requirements. Three per cent of
Spanish residential building stock was erected under Spanish Technical Building
Code CTE-DB-HE1 [66]. Along this line, Gangolells et al. [71] stated that 53.6%
of residential buildings with energy certification had the worst energy label
(E class). For these reasons, two typical Spanish wall typologies from different
periods were chosen as case studies.
Case study A is a single–leaf wall that is 3.26 metres high, corresponding to the
typical building façade erected before NBE-CT-79 [70]. Case study B is a sample
that is 2.54 metres high and consists of a multi-leaf wall (external insulation),
built under CTE-DB-HE1 [66]. The main technical features and thermo-physical
properties of these building façades and a sketch of them are shown in Tables 1
and 2 respectively. In accordance with the method explained above, the
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measurement campaign took place during January and February 2016, to ensure a
temperature difference across the building façade that was within 10-15ºC.
Table 1. Technical characteristics and thermo-physical properties of case study A
(from outside to inside)
#

Case Study A

Δx

c

ρ
3

λ

R-value

[m]

[J/Kg·K]

[Kg/m ]

[W/(m·K)]

[(m2·K)/W]

1

Mortar

0.02

1000

1900

1.30

---

2

Perforated brick

0.14

1000

920

---

0.23

3

Internal plaster

0.01

1000

1000-1300

0.57

---

Sketch

Rse = 0.04 (m2·K)/W
Rsi = 0.13 (m2·K)/W
Ut = 2.31 W/(m2·K)

Δx: thickness; c: thermal capacity; ρ: density; λ: thermal conductivity; R-value: thermal resistance
of the material; Rse: theoretical thermal resistance from outside the building; Rsi: theoretical
thermal resistance from inside the building; Ut: theoretical thermal transmittance.

Table 2. Technical characteristics and thermo-physical properties of case study B
(from outside to inside)
Δx
Case Study B

c

ρ

λ
3

R-value

Sketch

2

[m]

[J/Kg·K]

[Kg/m ]

[W/(m·K)]

[(m ·K)/W]

1

Mortar

0.002

1000

1900

1.30

--

2

Insulation EPS

0.06

--

--

--

1.62

3

Thermoclay

0.24

--

--

--

0.57

4

Internal plaster

0.01

1000

1000-1300

0.57

--

Rse = 0.04 (m2·K)/W
Rsi = 0.13 (m2·K)/W
Ut = 0.42 W/(m2·K)

Δx: thickness; c: thermal capacity; ρ: density; λ: thermal conductivity; R-value: thermal
resistance of the material; Rse: theoretical thermal resistance from outside the building;
Rsi: theoretical thermal resistance from inside the building; Ut: theoretical thermal transmittance.
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First, qualitative inspections by IRT were conducted in both case studies. No
anomalies were detected. These inspections helped in decision of which wall area
should be analysed.
Considering northern façades for both case studies, six tests were performed under
different measuring conditions. In case study A (single-leaf wall built before
NBE-CT-79 [70]), two tests were carried out: test A.1. was developed without
heating; test A.2. was executed with the heating system switched on 48 hours
previously. In case study B (multi-leaf wall erected under CTE-DB-HE1 [66]), the
building did not have a heating system. Typically, outside temperatures range
from 0 to 5ºC between 6 am and 9 am during the winter. In addition, inner air
temperature normally remains at 12 – 14ºC in unoccupied buildings. Therefore, a
temperature difference within the range of 8 to 10ºC can be ensured between the
inside and outside of the building.
In both case studies, the reflected ambient temperature (TREF) was measured using
crinkled aluminium foil. The reflector and the wall areas were monitored with a
data acquisition interval of 1 minute. The wall surface emissivity (εWALL),
determined by black tape, was found to be 0.88. The main technical characteristics
of the measuring equipment are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Main technical specifications of the equipment
Equipment

Input

Measuring range

Resolution

Accuracy

320 x 240
pixels

±2ºC

Infrared camera

TWALL

Temperature: -20ºC to +120ºC

Model: FLIR E60bx

TREF

FOV: 25º x 19º; IFOV: 1.36 mrad
Spectral Range: 7.5 - 13 μm

or ± 2% reading
(ambient temperature
10ºC to 35ºC)

Thermal sensitivity at 60 Hz: <0.045ºC at
30ºC / 45mK
Sensor: FPA, uncooled microbolometer
Data logger PCE-T390
with thermocouples K

TIN

Temperature -50.1ºC to 100ºC

TOUT

Humidity <85%

0.1ºC

±(0.4% + 0.5ºC)

5. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The results of the case studies are presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6. As mentioned in
Section 3, the notional U-values were estimated by UNE-EN ISO 10456:2012
[73]. To check the influence of using tabulated values instead of the developed
method to determine the thermal transmittance of walls, the deviations between
the measured U-values obtained by quantitative IRT and UNE -EN -ISO
6946:2012 [35] as well as ISO 9869-1:2014 [20] were calculated respectively.
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The comparative analysis of the measured U-values calculated using the proposed
method and the notional U-values showed a deviation of 1.24% to 3.97%.
Conversely, the deviation between the notional and the measured U-values was
found to be 14 -28% for the HFM [20] or 10 -20% for other methods of
quantitative IRT developed in recent years [5, 26, 52, 17, 64, 25]. Therefore, the
proposed method has two advantages. Firstly, it can be used to achieve greater
accuracy than other methods. Secondly, it requires less execution time. In fact, the
test takes 2-3 hours in comparison to a minimum of 72 hours and maximum of
one week for the HFM method.
A further comparative analysis was carried out to evaluate the influence of using
tabulated values rather than the proposed method to determine measured
U-values. For this in-depth analysis, the measured values of emissivity (WALL)
and convective heat transfer (hc) were combined with the tabulated values of
UNE-EN ISO 6946:2012 [35] and ISO 9869-1:2014 [20] to obtain different
U-values and assess the role of these parameters. The options to be calculated
were as follows:
a) U-value with the proposed method.
b) U-value maintaining the measured emissivity and using the tabulated
value of hc from UNE EN-ISO 6946:2012 (WALL = 0.88; hc=2.5 W/m2·K)
c) U-value maintaining the calculated hc and using the tabulated value of
emissivity from UNE EN-ISO 6946:2012 (hc from the method;
WALL = 0.90)
d) U-value with the tabulated values of emissivity and hc from UNE EN-ISO
6946:2012 (WALL = 0.90; hc=2.5 W/m2·K)
e) U-value maintaining the emissivity and using the tabulated value of hc
from ISO 9869-1:2014 (WALL = 0.88; hc=3 W/m2·K)
f) U-value maintaining the calculated hc and using the tabulated value of
emissivity from ISO 9869-1:2014 (hc from the method; WALL = 0.90)
g) U-value with the tabulated values of emissivity and hc from ISO 98691:2014 (WALL = 0.90; hc=3 W/m2·K)
The c) and f) options produced the same result, since the tabulated value of the
emissivity is equal. Notably, the value of hc is slightly different to that obtained in
a), since another value of emissivity (WALL =0.90) involves a new analysis for
each thermogram of the test and consequently, new values of TWALL in the
numerical model.
For the single-leaf wall when the room was without heating (test A.1, Table 4),
the proposed method had a deviation of 2.16% in comparison with 6.66% and
14.94% using tabulated values. In the same case study, when the room was heated
for 48 hours prior to the test (test A.2, Table 5), the proposed method showed a
deviation of 1.24% with respect to 3.06% and 13.28% using tabulated values.
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Table 4. Case study A.1. Comparison between notional and measured U-value
using quantitative IRT, UNE-EN ISO 6946:2012 and ISO 9869-1:2014 (absolute
deviations are presented as a percentage)
MEASURED U-VALUE
Umes [W/m2·K]

Case study A.1.
Without heating
8.7ºC < T < 9.8ºC
181 thermograms
DEVELOPED
METHOD
UNE
–EN
6946:2012
ISO 9869-1:2014

ɛ = 0.88
ISO
ɛ = 0.90

DEVELOPED
METHOD

UNE-EN ISO
6946:2012

ISO
9869-1:2014

hc = 2.142 W/m2·K
2.360 ± 0.280
(2.16%)
hc = 2.125 W/m2·K
2.322 ± 0.282
(0.51%)

hc = 2.5 W/m2·K
2.449 ± 0.278
(8.18%)
hc = 2.5 W/m2·K
2.464 ± 0.280
(6.66%)

hc = 3 W/m2·K
2.695 ± 0.293
(16.67%)
hc = 3 W/m2·K
2.655 ± 0.295
(14.94%)

NOTIONAL
U-VALUE
Ut [W/m2·K]
UNE-EN
ISO
10456:2012

2.310

Umes: measured thermal transmittance; Ut: notional thermal transmittance; T= TIN-TOUT;
WALL: emissivity of the wall; hc: convective heat transfer coefficient.

Table 5. Case study A.2. Comparison between notional and measured U-value
using quantitative IRT, UNE-EN ISO 6946:2012 and ISO 9869-1:2014 (absolute
deviations are presented as a percentage)

Case study A.2.
With heating (>48h previously)
7ºC < T < 15.8ºC
181 thermograms
DEVELOPED
METHOD
UNE
–EN
6946:2012
ISO 9869-1:2014

ɛWALL = 0.88
ISO
ɛWALL = 0.90

MEASURED U-VALUE
Umes [W/m2·K]
DEVELOPED
METHOD

UNE-EN ISO
6946:2012

ISO
9869-1:2014

hc = 2.370 W/m2·K
2.339 ± 0.335
(1.24%)
hc = 2.361 W/m2·K
2.320 ± 0.340
(0.44%)

hc = 2.5 W/m2·K
2.395 ± 0.320
(3.71%)
hc = 2.5 W/m2·K
2.380 ± 0.324
(3.06%)

hc = 3 W/m2·K
2.634 ± 0.337
(14.05%)
hc = 3 W/m2·K
2.617 ± 0.341
(13.28%)

NOTIONAL
U-VALUE
Ut [W/m2·K]
UNE-EN
ISO
10456:2012

2.310

Umes: measured thermal transmittance; Ut: notional thermal transmittance; T= TIN-TOUT;
WALL : emissivity of the wall; hc: convective heat transfer coefficient.

For the multi-leaf wall (external insulated building façade), the results were even
more relevant. Considering the results of Table 6 for test B, the proposed method
had a deviation of 3.97% compared to 30.15% and 42.87% according to the two
regulations mentioned above.
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Table 6. Case study B. Comparison between notional and measured U-value using
quantitative IRT, UNE-EN ISO 6946:2012 and ISO 9869-1:2014 (absolute
deviations are presented as a percentage)
Case study B
Without heating
8.7ºC < T < 9.8ºC
121 thermograms
DEVELOPED
METHOD
UNE
–EN
6946:2012
ISO 9869-1:2014

ɛWALL = 0.88
ISO
ɛWALL = 0.90

MEASURED U-VALUE
Umes [W/m2·K]
DEVELOPED
METHOD

UNE-EN ISO
6946:2012

ISO
9869-1:2014

hc = 1.456 W/m2·K
0.437 ± 0.219
(3.97%)
hc = 1.451 W/m2·K
0.436 ± 0.222
(3.80%)

hc = 2.5 W/m2·K
0.548 ± 0.243
(30.47%)
hc = 2.5 W/m2·K
0.547 ± 0.246
(30.15%)

hc = 3 W/m2·K
0.602 ± 0.266
(43.32%)
hc = 3 W/m2·K
0.601 ± 0.269
(42.87%)

NOTIONAL
U-VALUE
Ut [W/m2·K]
UNE-EN
ISO
10456:2012

0.420

Umes: measured thermal transmittance; Ut: notional thermal transmittance; T= TIN-TOUT;
WALL : emissivity of the wall; hc: convective heat transfer coefficient.

As seen, the measurements were only slightly influenced by the wall surface
emissivity (εWALL). In contrast, overestimated tabulated values for the convective
heat transfer coefficient lead to high deviations in U-value. Considering the results
of Tables 4 and 5 for case study A, the discrepancy between the measured and the
tabulated values of hc was low: 2.142 W/m2·K without heating or 2.370 W/m2·K.
with heating, compared to 2.5 and 3 W/m2·K. In accordance with Table 6, the
measured hc showed a value of 1.456 W/m2·K in comparison with the tabulated
values of 2.5 and 3 W/m2·K. Consequently, tabulated values for the convective
heat transfer coefficient (hc) might not be suitable for heavy walls with low
U-values.
In the literature, quantitative IRT tests were conducted under a temperature
difference range between 10ºC and 15ºC. Using the method reported in this paper,
the value can be reduced to the lowest level of the temperature difference range
(7º < T < 16ºC), achieving a high level of accuracy. Therefore, the proposed
method can be used to measure U-values in unoccupied buildings without heating
systems.
The period of time that the internal heating system had been switched on prior to
the test might not have had any influence on good heat flux transfer from inside to
outside the building façade (Tables 4, 5 and 6). By way of example, Figure 4
shows the main measured parameters over time as well as the measured U-value
by quantitative IRT with its corresponding uncertainty. At the beginning of the
test, the instantaneous U-values were slightly lower than the theoretical U-value.
During the test, TREF and TWALL remained around the initial value, with minimum
fluctuations.
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Figure 4. Measured parameters over time in case study A.2
As stated above, when the test was performed without a heating system, the
deviation was found to be reliable. For existing buildings that had not been used
for a long-term (case study A) or buildings recently built without connection to
the electrical grid and heating system (case study B), it was not important to
maintain steady-state conditions 48 hours before the measurements, because the
boundary conditions had not been altered previously.
As stated by Danielski and Fröling [21], the large wall areas had lower
temperature uniformity (2-3ºC), which is considered the difference between the
maximum and minimum inner wall surface temperature, in comparison with the
small wall areas (<0.5ºC). In a single–leaf wall and as shown in Figure 5, the
temperature uniformity and the discrepancies between the notional and measured
U-value can be attributed to singular elements (i.e. the proportion of mortar
compared to brick for the small areas; the influence of the corner where the
temperatures are higher than the rest of the wall for large areas). In contrast, a
multi-leaf wall can present a higher degree of uniformity, since any part of the
element has the same average wall surface temperature (Figure 6). In order to
quantify the influence of the analysed wall area of the thermogram on the
determination of the U-value, several areas were defined. The optimum outcomes
were given by an area of 104x221 (22984 pixels) for the single-leaf wall and an
area of 146x212 (30952 pixels) for the multi-leaf wall. As an example of a nonhomogeneus wall, the results for case study A.2. were shown in Table 7. It is
concluded that the quantity of pixels is not as relevant as the homogeneity of heat
flux and temperature on the material in the area that is being analysed.
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Table 7. Case study A.2. Influence of the analysed wall area in the thermogram.
Comparison between notional and measured U-value using quantitative IRT
(absolute deviations are presented as a percentage).

AREAS

NUMBER OF
PIXELS

Ar3 (104 x 221)

22,984

Bx3 (226 x 63)

14,238

EI1 (30 x 30)

900

El2 (30 x 30)

900

MEASURED
U-VALUE
Umes [W/m2·K]
2.339 ± 0.335
(1.24%)
2.031 ± 0.334
(12.09%)
2.575 ± 0.337
(11.49%)
2.299 ± 0.335
(0.49%)

NOTIONAL
U-VALUE
Ut [W/m2·K]

2.310

Figure 5. Case study A.2. Influence of the analysed wall area in the thermogram

Figure 6. Wall surface temperature uniformity in case study A.2. (left) and case
study B (right)
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The main contribution of this research is the development of a new method to
determine in-situ U-values using quantitative internal infrared thermography with
a maximum deviation of 1.24 up to 3.97% and a test duration of 2 -3 hours.
Moreover, this proposed method allows measurement from a temperature
difference of 7 ºC, in contrast to the IRT methods carried out in recent years. In
terms of execution time and data processing, this method was easier than the HFM
method. Furthermore, measurements could be made with minimal
instrumentation. In fact, the combination of qualitative and quantitative IRT in the
same inspection allows an in-depth evaluation of the building envelope, instead of
providing a local measurement.
The case studies demonstrated that the proposed method can be used in building
façades under different measuring conditions, regardless of whether the
construction is a single-leaf wall or a multi-leaf wall. In general, construction
project documents for existing buildings, especially the oldest ones, are not
available. Hence, this method may provide information about the building
envelope for future refurbishment. In the case of new buildings, the method
allows the thermal behaviour of building façades to be checked according to the
design parameters. As seen above, this method represents a significant
improvement on current regulations, especially for walls with low U-values (i.e.
multi–leaf walls) where the use of tabulated values leads to overestimated thermal
transmittances. Furthermore, this type of wall presents a higher degree of
uniformity, which ensures homogeneity of the heat flux and temperature of the
material, as well as minimum influence of the wall area that is being analysed in
the thermogram during the post-processing stage to determine the measured Uvalue.
The new method does not require 48 hours as a test condition if the building has
not been used recently, since the building is operating in steady-state conditions.
This facilitates implementation of the method in buildings with heavy façades. In
previous investigations carried out in recent years, new buildings were not
evaluated and inner rooms of existing buildings needed to be at a uniform level of
temperature for at least 48 hours.
Considering all of the aspects described above, it can be concluded that the
proposed method may be of a great use to researchers and construction
practitioners. As shown, the proposed method clearly improves all existing
methods to determine the measured U-value in situ. In addition, construction
practitioners and contractors can benefit from the application of the method to
obtain reliable information on the performance of national building stock, to make
decisions in relation to refurbishments, to reduce the energy performance gap in
new buildings, among other aspects.
Finally, the proposed method could be a first step towards the proposal of a
standard for assessing in-situ U-values in building façades by quantitative infrared
thermography. Future steps of this research may include assessing the limits of the
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temperature difference inside and outside the building as well as the shooting
frequency of thermograms for reliable measured U-value results. In addition, it
would be interesting to validate the method for light walls, which have less
thermal mass and the impact of wind speed may be greater.
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